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Motivation
• Bursty bulk flows major contributors to flux 

circulation in the magnetotail (Dungey cycle)
• Resolve “pressure catastrophe”
• Efficiently transport and energize particles from 

tail to ring current (e.g., Ukhorskiy et al., 2018)
• Ring current injections spatially localized (Van 

Allen Probes; Gkioulidou et al, 2014)
• Suggests relationship to BBFs but not confirmed 

observationally. Most BBFs stop at ~10 Re.
• If they do penetrate to geosynchronous, what is 

the BBF contribution to a global dipolarization of 
the inner magnetosphere?

• Is the substorm current wedge made of 
wedgelets?
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[2010] for more details). This was particularly important
when calculating the plasma tube entropy S using equations
(6,9,11) of Wolf et al. [2006], which use as input the Bz and
Br magnetic field components in the current sheet coordinate
system as well as the measured plasma pressure value. The
event selection procedure is an important part of this study.
According to previous studies [e.g., Schödel et al., 2001],
flow burst velocity decreases significantly towards the inner
magnetosphere, where the flux transport rate can still be
significant, due to enhanced Bz. The electric field ∣Exy∣ is a
better parameter to identify flow bursts in the near‐Earth tail
region at ∼10RE. Therefore we identified time intervals at
the outer probes that display considerable flux transport,
d∣Ex,y∣ ≥ 1 mV/ m, where dE refers to electric field variation
during a 30 sec interval. This condition does not require
offset subtraction from EFI data. The intervals of enhanced
flux transport with isolated onset (non‐disturbed back-
ground for more than 3 minutes) were then inspected to
confirm BzNS ‐component increase above 4 nT over the
30 sec time interval (dipolarization). No condition was
imposed on the flow velocity during selection. In the resulting
dataset about 40% of events had V?xy > 300 km/s (>100 km/s
in 91%), and in 67% of events [B × V]y >2 mV/ m.
[6] A basic signature with which to identify flow burst

arrival at the inner region is energetic particle flux increase
(by more than a factor of 2 in 1 minute in more than two
energy channels) at the inner probe. A small drift dispersion
is allowed, so that we are also able to capture injections
that occurred aside of the probe. This is essential because
the actual trajectory of the flow burst (which is narrow,
about 2–3RE [Nakamura et al., 2004]) is difficult to control.

By relying on dipolarization signatures only, the inner
spacecraft could miss flow injection. Ninety percent of the
events in our database had a radial separation Dr < 3RE ; it
takes only ∼3 minutes for a typical flow burst to cover
this distance at 100 km/ s. The absence of a sharp increase
in energetic ion or electron fluxes during the interval [t0 −
1 min,t0 + 3 min] was therefore considered as a signature
that the BBF stopped somewhere between the two probes.
Two events shown in Figure 2 illustrate the selection pro-
cedure and differences between the two types of behavior.
In each case the inner probe was at r ≈ 9RE, and the tail
probe was at r ≈ 11RE. At the tail probe the BBF, which was
initially recognized from EFI measurements, was accom-
panied by flow bursts and magnetic field dipolarization.
In Figure 2, the beginning of magnetic field perturbation at
the tail probe is indicated by a vertical solid line and
referenced hereinafter as t0 time. Although observed tail
probe variations are similar, observed inner probe variations
are very different. After a ∼50 sec delay, the sharp dipo-
larization front at the tail probe was followed by a corre-
sponding dipolarization front at the inner probe for the
23 February 2008 event. Dipolarization at the inner probe
was accompanied by a sharp electron flux increase, a good
example of a flow penetrating event. In this event the
entropy S at the tail probe dropped below its value at theFigure 1. (a) Illustrative sketch: radial profile of entropy

parameter S = PV5/3 of background plasma sheet (blue thick
curve) and plasma bubble (thin red curve). See explanations
in the text. (b) Spatial distribution of events in XY GSM
plane. Dashed curve shows geostationary orbit. (c) Histo-
gram of the ratio of background entropy at tail probes to
entropy at inner probe.

Figure 2. Two examples of THEMIS observations. (top)
SST energy flux variations (in 30/41/53/67/95/142/207 keV
channels) observed by inner‐probe. (bottom) Combination
of observation from inner‐probe (blue curve) and tail‐probe
(red curve). From top to the bottom: entropy parameter
(in nPa(RE/nT)

5/3); Bz in neutral sheet coordinates; X GSM
component of plasma velocity. Vertical lines mark start time
(t0) and t0 + 3 min. time.
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• Bursty bulk flows major contributors to flux 
circulation in the magnetotail (Dungey cycle)

• Resolve “pressure catastrophe”
• Efficiently transport and energize particles from 

tail to ring current (e.g., Ukhorskiy et al., 2018)
• Ring current injections spatially localized (Van 

Allen Probes; Gkioulidou et al, 2014)
• Suggests relationship to BBFs but not confirmed 

observationally. Most BBFs stop at ~10 Re.
• If they do penetrate to geosynchronous, what is 

the BBF contribution to a global dipolarization of 
the inner magnetosphere?

• Is the substorm current wedge made of 
wedgelets?



Numerical experiment
• Isolated substorm 09 August 2016
• Run high-resolution global MHD model (~600 km 

in central plasmasheet)
• Lyon-Fedder-Mobarry code
• Correctly reproduces loading-unloading cycle at 

least at CCMC (Gordeev et al., 2017)
• Quantify magnetic flux transport in inner 

magnetosphere
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• Occasional BBFs prior to 
onset; do not penetrate to 
GEO

• After onset, penetrate to 
GEO, avalanche-like global 
(in MLT) accumulation of 
magnetic flux

• Flux tube oscillations (as 
observed)

BBF 
penetration to 
GEO
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(a)

(b)

Flux tube oscillations

• Occasional BBFs prior to 
onset; do not penetrate to 
GEO

• After onset, penetrate to 
GEO, avalanche-like global 
(in MLT) accumulation of 
magnetic flux

• Flux tube oscillations (as 
observed)

• Requires fortuitous s/c 
location
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• Accumulation is global
• Sharp increase at onset
• Gradual azimuthal 

expansion afterward

Magnetic flux 
accumulation at 6 
RE
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• Within 8Re transport 
occurs exclusively in 
azimuthally localized flow 
channels

• Integrated flux transport is 
all earthward, but bursty 

• Sharp intensification at 
onset

Magnetic flux 
transport

Eφ @6 RE Eφ @8 RE
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• Most accumulation inside 
GEO

• Growth phase characterized 
by flux depletion

• Expansion phase, by flux 
accumulation

• Total flux between (6 and 8Re, 
and 20 and 04 MLT) goes 
through zero at onset

Where does the 
magnetic flux go?

Growth phase:

Flux depletion

Expansion phase:

Flux accumulation

Onset



Conclusions

• During an isolated substorm all magnetic flux transport into the inner 
magnetosphere occurs via azimuthally localized earthward flows

• Substorm onset is characterized by an abrupt increase in the number of 
such flows penetrating to the geosynchronous orbit 

• Properties of simulated bursty bulk flows/dipolarization fronts are similar to 
those observed including flux tube oscillations and rebounds 
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